Abstract. We wish to attack the problems that H. Anciaux and K. Panagiotidou posed in [1], for non-degenerate real hypersurfaces in indefinite complex projective space. We will slightly change these authors' point of view, obtaining cleaner equations for the almost contact metric structure. To make the theory meaningful, we construct new families of nondegenerate Hopf real hypersurfaces whose shape operator is diagonalisable, and one Hopf example with degenerate metric and non-diagonalisable shape operator. Next, we obtain a rigidity result. We classify those real hypersurfaces which are η-umbilical. As a consequence, we characterize some of our new examples as those whose Reeb vector field ξ is Killing.
Introduction
The study of real hypersurfaces in indefinite complex projective space seems to be initiated by A. Bejancu and K. L. Dugal in [3] . However, their point of view was not followed by the authors studying real hypersurfaces in Riemannian non-flat complex space forms. We had to wait for H. Anciaux and K. Panagiotidou to obtain new results in [1] concerning nonlightlike hypersurfaces. In these papers, the authors link two classical branches of Differential Geometry, namely, real hypersurfaces in complex space forms and semi-Riemannian Geometry. Needless to say, both branches are very well-known and developed. The study of real hypersurfaces can be regarded as a final product, in the sense that it has few applications, or rather, it has been a good place to use techniques from other theories. On the contrary, semi-Riemannian Geometry is not only interesting by itself, but a very powerful and fruitful tool to solve many problems in Mathematics and Physics.
A. Bejancu and K. L. Dugal paid attention to real hypersurfaces in (flat) complex space forms, by considering the (ε)-Sasakian and (ε)-cosymplectic structures. On the other hand, H. Anciaux and K. Panagiotidou constructed a beautiful theory for non-degenerate real hypersurfaces in both complex and para-complex indefinite space forms, mainly in the non-flat cases. In their paper [1] , one can see the influence of all the theory of real hypersurfaces in non-flat complex space forms. As a result, they showed that some of the classical and most celebrated results in this theory also hold in their setting. We will follow this second line.
It is worthwhile to say a few words on real hypersurfaces in non-flat complex space forms. Probably, the first important result is due to R. Takagi, [10] , where he classified the homogeneous examples in the complex projective space, obtaining the so-called Takagi's list. Since then, hundreds of works about real hypersurfaces have appeared, not only when the ambient space is the complex projective space, but also for the complex hyperbolic space, the quaternionic space forms, the Grassmanian of 2-complex planes, and the complex quadric. It is impossible to give a short and fair list of contributions, so we suggest the reader to check the nice survey by T. E. Cecil and P. J. Ryan, [5] .
In this paper, we wish to further develop the ideas that Anciaux and Panagiotidou started, which deal with non-degenerate real hypersurfaces in non-flat indefinite complex and paracomplex space forms. We also would like to study the open problems they posed. However, we will just focus on the indefinite complex projective space CP n p of index 1 ≤ p ≤ n − 1, with some subtle, but important differences. In [1] , when a real hypersurface had a timelike unit normal vector field, the authors always changed the metric g by −g. Our first decision consist of allowing the normal vector to have its own causal character, without changing the metric, because it is a much more natural way to work. In Section 2, on any non-degenerate real hypersurface M , we set the almost-contact structure (g, ξ, η) where, as usual, g is the metric, ξ is the Reeb vector field, and η is the metrically equivalent 1-form. We recover the natural conditions on the almost contact structure, the structure Gauss and Codazzi equations, and the key lemmatta. All of them are very similar, but slightly different from those obtained in [1] . The usual techniques for real hypersurfaces in complex space forms cannot be used directly, because we are moving from a Riemannian to a semi-Riemannian setting. Here, we will adapt the techniques of semi-Riemannian Geometry to these real hypersurfaces.
Next, since an interesting, meaningful theory need examples, we construct new families of real hypersurfaces in Section 3. We will call them real hypersurfaces of type A + , A − , B 0 , B + , B − and C, because they are somehow similar to those in Takagi's and Montiel's lists ( [9] , [10] ), but with some important differences. Of course, all our examples are Hopf (Aξ = µξ, A the shape operator). We also call Type C a horosphere, due to its shape operator satisfies Aξ = 2ξ and AX = X for any X ⊥ ξ, as a famous example in the complex hyperbolic space. In addition, we exhibit an example of a degenerate (lightlike), Hopf real hypersurface. Thus, we positively answer the first open problem in [1] , since we show the existence of real hypersurfaces such that Aξ = µξ with |µ| < 2 and |µ| = 2. We recall that J. Berndt in [4] and the first author in [7] proved a very useful result, namely, that a real hypersurface in a complex space form is Hopf and has constant principal curvatures if, and only if, it is one of the examples in Montiel's list and Takagi's list, respectively. Then, we hope that a similar result holds true in our setting. In Section 4, first we prove that two real hypersurfaces with the same shape operator are linked by a holomorphic isometry of the ambient space. This was obtained by R. Takagi in [10] for real hypersurfaces in the Riemannian complex projective space. Next, in Theorem 4.3, we obtain the list of non-degenerate real hypersurfaces in indefinite complex projective space such that AX = λX + ρη(X)ξ, where λ and ρ are smooth functions. They were studied in complex space forms by S. Montiel, [9] , and by R. Takagi, [11] . Corollary 4.4 is the answer to the second open problem in [1] , because we classify those non-degenerate real hypersurfaces such that Aφ = φA.
Conjecture. Let
Finally, we would like to thank the referee for some useful comments, specially on the examples.
Preliminaries
Let C n+1 p be the Euclidean complex space endowed with the following hermitian product and pseudo-Riemannian metric of index 2p,
wherew is the complex conjugate of w ∈ C. The natural complex structure will be denoted by J. As usual, we define the set S 1 = {a ∈ C : aā = 1} = {e iθ : θ ∈ R}. We consider the hyperquadric S 2n+1 2p
which is a semi-Riemannian manifold of index 2p. We define the action and its corresponding quotient
Let g be the metric on CP n p such that π becomes a semi-Riemannian submersion. The manifold CP n p is called the Indefinite Complex Projective Space. See [2] for details. We need 1 ≤ p ≤ n − 1 to avoid CP n with either a Riemannian or a negative definite metric. Let∇ be its Levi-Civita connection. Then, CP n p admits a complex structure J induced by π, with Riemannian tensor
for any X, Y, Z ∈ T M . Thus, CP n p has constant holomorphic sectional curvature 4. Let M be a connected, non-degenerate, immersed real hypersurface in CP n p . If N is a local unit normal vector field such that ε = g(N, N ) = ±1, we define the structure vector field on M as ξ = −JN . Clearly, g(ξ, ξ) = ε. Given X ∈ T M , the vector JX might not be tangent to M . Then, we decompose it in its tangent and normal parts, namely
where φX is the tangential part, and η is the 1-form on M such that η(X) = g(JX, N ) = g(X, ξ).
In addition, η(φX) = g(φX, ξ) = g(JX, −JN ) = 0. This implies φ 2 X = JφX = J(JX − εη(X)N ) = −X − εη(X)JN , so that
Next, for each X, Y ∈ T M , simple computations show
From this formula, it is very simple to get φξ = 0. Also, from η(X) = g(X, ξ), we obtain η(ξ) = ε. Thus, the set (g, φ, η, ξ) is called an almost contact structure on M .
Next, if ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection of M , we have the Gauss and Weingarten formulae:
for any X, Y ∈ T M , where A is the shape operator associated with N . Note that
The Codazzi equation is
for any X, Y ∈ T M . Let R be the curvature operator of M . Then, by using (2), (3) and the structure Gauss equation [8, pag . 100], we obtain
for any X, Y, Z ∈ T M . As usual, the Ricci tensor is the trace of the Riemann tensor. Given a local orthonormal frame (E 1 , . . . , E 2n−1 ), with
If we call S the associated metrically equivalent Ricci endomorphism, we obtain
Definition 2.1. Let M be a real hypersurface in CP n p . We will say that M is Hopf when its structure vector field ξ is everywhere principal, i. e., it is an eigenvector of A.
Its associated principal curvature can be defined as µ = εg(Aξ, ξ), and we will call it the Hopf curvature. Therefore, it holds Aξ = µξ. We recall the following basic results.
Next lemma is essentially included in [1] , but we adapt it to our needs, and provide a shorter proof.
Lemma 2.3. Let M be a non-degenerate Hopf real hypersurface in CP n p with Aξ = µξ. Assume that X ∈ T M is a principal vector with associated principal curvature λ. Then,
This shows grad(µ) = εξ(µ)ξ.
And we obtain
Corollary 2.4. If µ = 2λ, then ε = −1, |µ| = 2 and |λ| = 1.
Proof. If µ = 2λ, then we have 0 = λµ + 2ε = 2λ 2 + 2ε. Since ε = ±1, we immediately obtain the result.
We putλ the principal curvature associated with φX, provided that X ⊥ ξ is principal with principal curvature λ. Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 allow to construct the following table:
or λ = tanh(r + θ),λ = tanh(r − θ). µ = 2 tanh(2r), r > 0, λ = coth(r + θ),λ = tanh(r − θ); or λ = tanh(r + θ),λ = coth(r − θ). µ = 2, λ = 1,λ = 1.
→ CP n p is a semi-Riemannian submersion and a principal fiber bundle with structure Lie group S 1 , we can call it the Hopf map. In addition, given a real hypersurface M 2n+1 in CP n p , then we construct its liftM 2n , i.e., the following commutative diagram:
We callD, D andD, respectively, the Levi-Civita connection ofM , S 2n+1 2p
→ C n+1 p be the position vector, which also plays the role of a unit normal spacelike vector field. Note that associated Weingarten endomorphism is A χ X = −X, for any X ∈ T S 2n+1 2p
. In general, if X is tangent to CP n p at a given point, we denoteX or X ∼ its horizontal lift to S 2n+1 2p
. Then,Ñ is going to be the horizontal lift of N . This implies that the horizontal lift of ξ isξ = −JÑ . The vertical part of π is spanned by Jχ, which is also space-like. The shape operator ofM associated withÑ is going to be AÑ . Our next target is to compute this operator. Given X ∈ T M , we compute, g DXÑ , . In this way,
It is important to point out that a real hypersurface in CP n p is a semi-Riemannian submanifold of arbitrary index, and therefore, its shape operator A might not be diagonalisable 3. Examples Example 3.1. Type A. Consider t ∈ R, t = 0, 1, and 0 ≤ q ≤ p ≤ m ≤ n + 2, m > q + 1. We define the following maps q 1 , q 2 :
, the case q = 0 and m = n + 2 is not considered, and
• if 1 ≤ q and m ≤ n + 1, q 1 (z) = (z 1 , . . . , z q , 0, . . . , 0, z m , . . . , z n+1 ), q 2 (z) = (0, . . . , 0, z q+1 , . . . , z m−1 , 0, . . . , 0);
• if q = 0 and m ≤ n + 1, q 1 (z) = (0, . . . , 0, z m , . . . , z n+1 ), q 2 (z) = (z 1 , . . . , z m−1 , 0, . . . , 0);
• if 1 ≤ q and m = n + 2, q 1 (z) = (z 1 , . . . , z q , 0, . . . , 0), q 2 (z) = (0, . . . , 0, z q+1 , . . . , z n+1 ).
With this notation, we define the following hypersurfacẽ
: g(q 2 (z), q 2 (z)) = 1 − t .
We will study the cases when it is not the empty set. This hypersurface is S 1 -invariant, so it defines a real hypersurface
We see that g(q 1 , q 2 ) = g(Jq 1 , q 2 ) = 0. If we call ε = sign((1 − t)t) = ±1, we can choose a unit, normal vector fieldÑ in S 2n+1 2p at z ∈M m q (t),
It is clear that N = π * Ñ ,ξ = −JÑ = −αJq 1 − βJq 2 , ξ = π * ξ . Now, given X ∈ T M m q (t) and its horizontal liftX = (X 1 , . . . , X n+1 ), we have (AX) ∼ = AÑX − g(ξ, X)Jχ = −DXÑ − g(ξ, X)Jχ, i. e., (5) (AX)
With this, given
In other words, the real hypersurface M m q (t) in CP n p is Hopf, with Aξ = µξ.
. In this way,
We callD the horizontal lift of
On the other hand, assume that X ∈ TM m q (t). This is equivalent to g(X, χ) = g(X,Ñ ) = 0, which imply 0 = g(q 1 (X), q 1 ) + g(q 2 (X), q 2 ) = αg(q 1 (X), q 1 ) + βg(q 2 (X), q 2 ). Since α = β, we obtain g(q 1 (X), q 1 ) = g(q 2 (X), q 2 ) = 0. If, in addition, we take X ⊥ {Jχ,ξ}, we obtain 0 = g(q 1 (X), Jq 1 ) = g(q 2 (X), Jq 2 ). We take now X ∈ D, and its horizontal liftX ∈D. We claim that q 1 (X) ∈D. Indeed, g(q 1 (X), χ) = g(q 1 (X), q 1 + q 2 ) = g(q 1 (X), q 1 ) = 0. Similarly, we have g(q 1 (X),Ñ ) = αg(q 1 (X), q 1 ) + βg(q 1 (X), q 2 ) = 0, and also we obtain g(q 1 (X), Jχ) = g(q 1 (X),ξ) = 0. The same conditions hold for q 2 . In other words, we can restrict q 1 , q 2 :D →D. Now, due to (5), −α and −β are the other principal curvatures of M m q (t). In this way, the eigenspaces are V −α = π * (D ∩ ker q 2 ) and V −β = π * (D ∩ ker q 1 ). Next, we can also restrict q i : Span{χ, Jχ,Ñ ,ξ} → Span{χ, Jχ,Ñ ,ξ}. This shows dim V −α = dim(D ∩ ker q 2 ) = dimD + dim ker q 2 − dim(D + ker q 2 ) = 2(m − q − 2). Similarly, dim V −β = dim(D ∩ ker q 1 ) = dimD + dim ker q 1 − dim(D + ker q 1 ) = 2(n + q − m + 1). Note that dim V −α + dim V −β = 2(n − 1). Now, we make a study of the principal curvatures by paying attention to the possible values of t. We choose suitable r > 0 at each case, and introduce some names:
Note that dim V λ 1 = 0 if, and only if, m = q + 2, if and only if, dim V λ 2 = 2n − 2 (recall that q ≤ p ≤ m with m > q + 1.) Similarly, dim V λ 2 = 0 if, and only if, dim V λ 1 = 2(n − 1), if, and only if, m = n + q + 1. Since m ≤ n + 2, then q ≤ 1.
Example 3.2. Type B. Given t > 0, t = 1, we consider the polynomial
, and we define the following hypersurfacẽ
Note that Q(z) = Q(z). As before, this set is invariant under the action of
is a real hypersurface in CP n p . One can see that
From this, if we set ε = sign(t(1 − t)) = ±1, we can obtain a unit normal vector field
It also holds g(Ñ ,Ñ ) = ε, as expected. Given X ∈ T zMt , a simple computation shows
Given a ∈ C, g(aX, Y ) = g(X,āY ), for any tangent vectors X, Y . Also, g(X, Y ) = g(X, Y ).
We want to show that M t is Hopf. To do so, given
To make the computations shorter, we will use suitable
In a similar way, we obtain g(
Now, we want to compute the principal curvature µ associated with ξ. We put X =ξ = iα tz − Q(z)z), then, X = iα(Q(z)z − tz). With this, we have
Next,
. Finally,
When 0 < t < 1, we put t = sin 2 (2r) for some r ∈ (0, π/4), obtaining µ = 2 cot(2r). When t > 1, we put t = cosh 2 (2r) for some r > 0, obtaining µ = 2 tanh(2r).
Next, if we take X ⊥ ξ, its horizontal Y =X is orthogonal to {χ, Jχ,Ñ ,ξ}. From this, at any z ∈M t , it is easy to see 0 = g(Q(z)z, Y ) = g(iQ(z)z, Y ). Both expressions imply
As Q(z) = 0, and by taking complex conjugate, we get g C (z, Y ) = 0. Therefore,
We see that for any λ ∈ S 1 , given z ∈M t , Q(λz) = λ 2 Q(z). This shows that for each x ∈ M t , there exists z ∈M t such that x = π(z) and Q(z) = √ t. From now, we work at such z. Thus,
Thus, these are the two other principal curvatures of M t , with both multiplicities n − 1. In the following list, the numbers m i denote the dimension of the associated eigenspaces. We compute the principal curvatures, and introduce some names.
For 0 < t < 1, we show that this real hypersurface is a tube over a complex quadric. Indeed, we consider the set
Clearly,Q n−1 is the lift of Q n−1 . A simple computation gives
Thus, an orthonormal normal frame onQ n−1 in C n+1 p is χ(z) = z, η 1 (z) = z, η 2 (z) = iz, for each z ∈Q n−1 . All three are spacelike. The following geodesic of S 2n+1 2p is normal tõ Q n−1 , which projects to a geodesic of CP n p which is normal to Q n−1 . For s, θ ∈ R, starting at z ∈Q n−1 ,
, the following equations hold:
With them, and by the fact that g C is bilinear, it is easy to compute
. This means that the set M t is a tube of radius s ∈]0, π/4[ over Q n−1 . Example 3.3. A degenerate example. When t = 1, the computations are very similar, but there are some differences. Recall
. We define the S 1 invariant hypersurfacẽ
The tangent space is
The hypersurface has no tangent plane at the points such that {z, iz, z, iz} are R-linearly dependent. For example, z = (0, . . . , 0, 1) is one of them. Given
Hence, the hypersurface is degenerate. As expected, g(Ñ z , z) = g(Ñ , Q(z)z) = 0, that is to say,Ñ z ∈ T zM1 . Also g(Ñ , Jχ) = 0. As usual, we putξ = −JÑ .
We will use the following natural definition of the shape operator. Given X ∈ T zM1 , (6)
We easily compute AÑÑ = 2Ñ , AÑξ = 0 and AÑ Jχ =ξ.
Let M 1 = π(M 1 ) be the corresponding real hypersurface. By the previous example, it is a tube of radius s = π/4 over a totally complex submanifold.
The normal vector field N = π * (Ñ ) is lightlike, and therefore N ∈ T M 1 . Thus, the induced metric g is degenerate. If we put D = π * (D), then it is complex, and N, ξ ∈ D. Since the codimension of D in T M 1 is one, we can choose many locally defined V ∈ T M 1 such that T M 1 = D ⊕ Span{V }, but they cannot be orthogonal, since g is degenerate.
We define the shape operator as AX = −∇ X N , for any X ∈ T M . Of course, for any X ∈ T M 1 , AÑX = (AX) ∼ + g(AÑX, Jχ)Jχ. Bearing in mind that AN = 2N and Aξ = 0, similarly to Example 3.2, we can compute the principal curvatures of A restricted to D, but for α = 1, obtaining λ 1 = 0 and λ 2 = 2, with both multiplicites n − 1. Then, M 1 is Hopf.
Finally, we show that A is not diagonalizable. Suppose that it is so. The remaining case is that there exists V ∈ D such that AV = βV for some locally defined function β. In this case, g(V, ξ) = 0. But now, βg(V, ξ) = g(AV, ξ) = g(V, Aξ) = 0. Then, β = 0. We lift up, choosing the point z ∈M 1 such that Q(z) = 1, and putting Y =Ṽ , we see
By conjugating and adding, we obtain −2g
Since g(V, ξ) = 0, {z, z, iz, iz} are linearly dependent. This is a contradiction.
Remark that this example does not contradict Lemma 2.3, since ξ is lightlike.
Example 3.4. Type C, the Horosphere. Given t > 0, we define the hypersurfacẽ
Clearly,H(t) is invariant by the S 1 action, so we can put H(t) = π(H(t)). Since S 2n+1 2p is orientable andH(t) is a closed subset, it is also orientable, and so it is H(t). For each point z ∈H(t), its tangent space is
where ζ z = (z 1 − z n+1 , 0, . . . , 0, z 1 − z n+1 ). Moreover, T π(z) H(t) = π * HT zH (t). However, ζ is lightlike. A simple computation shows that
is a unit, time-like, horizontal, normal vector field alongH(t). Thus, N = π * Ñ is a unit, time-like, normal vector field along H(t), so that the index ofH(t) and H(t) are 2p − 1.
Note that for any X ∈ TH(t), X = (X 1 , . . . , X n+1 ), then
If we take X ∈ T zH (t), such that X ⊥ξ and X ⊥ Jχ, then 0 = g(X,ξ) = −g(JÑ , X) = g( 1 t Jζ + Jχ, X) = (1/t)g(Jζ, X). By using the expression of ζ z for some z ∈ S 2n+1 2p
, then 0 = Re(i(z 1 − z n+1 )(X 1 − X n+1 )). In addition, since X ⊥Ñ , similarly we obtain 0 = Re((z 1 − z n+1 )(X 1 − X n+1 )). By the fact that z 1 = z n+1 due to the definition ofH(t), then we have X 1 = X n+1 . This is satisfied for any horizontal liftX of any X ∈ T H(t) such that X ⊥ ξ. In this way, we have, AÑX =X. But now, by (4), given X ∈ T H(t), X ⊥ ξ,
In particular, H(t) is a Hopf real hypersurface. Since Aξ = µξ and the fact that ξ is timelike, we have −µ = g(Aξ, ξ) = g(AÑξ,ξ) = −g(DξÑ ,ξ) = g Dξ (
Results
We consider an immersion f :
. By shrinking it if necessary, we can assume that there is a globally defined unit vector field N with constant causal character ε = g(N, N ) = ±1. If we consider two such immersions
, it makes sense to study if the associated Weingarten operators are related in some way, since both satisfy 
Proof. We consider the corresponding liftsf i :M → S 2n+1 2p
, i = 1, 2, via the Hopf fibration π : S 2n+1 2p → CP n p . By (4), the Weingarten's endomorphisms off i coincide everywhere. Therefore, the equations of Gauss and Codazzi are the same for bothf 1 andf 2 . As S 2n+1 2p is a space of constant curvature, by a similar way as in Riemannian Space Forms, there exist an isometryΦ of S 2n+1 2p such thatΦ•f 1 =f 2 .Φ can be chosen to be the restriction of an isometry of C n+1 p , so that it is a holomorphic map. Therefore, it holdsΦ * (χ) = χ andΦ * (Jχ) = Jχ. This means that we can projectΦ to CP n p , and obtain our result. Definition 4.2. Let M be a real hypersurface in CP n p , n ≥ 2. We say that M is η-umbilical if its Weingarten endomorphism is of the form AX = λX + ρη(X)ξ for any X ∈ T M , for some functions λ, ρ ∈ C ∞ (M ). Proof. We notice that the Weingarten endomorphism is diagonalisable, with only two principal curvatures, namely λ and µ = λ+ ρ, with Aξ = µξ. By Theorem 2.2, µ is locally constant. By changing N by −N if necessary, we can suppose µ ≥ 0.
Case µ = 2λ. By Lemma 2.3, it holds λ = λµ+2ε 2λ−µ . This implies
This shows that λ is also locally constant.
If ε = +1, there exists some r ∈ (0, π/2) such that µ = 2 cot(2r). By (7), either λ = cot(r) or λ = − tan(r), and whose eigenspace satisfies dim V λ = 2n − 2. But these two cases appear in Example 3.1, as pointed out at the end of it. By Theorem 4.1, M is locally congruent to one of these examples.
If ε = −1, there are three possibilities, namely µ ∈ [0, 2), or µ = 2, or µ > 2. If µ = 2 coth(2r) > 2 for some r > 0, then by (7), either λ = tanh(r) or λ = coth(r). We finish these two cases in a similar way as in ε = +1. Next, if 0 ≤ µ = 2 tanh(2r) < 2 for some r ≥ 0, then by (7), we obtain λ = tanh(2r) ± (tanh(2r)) 2 − 1. As (tanh(2r)) 2 < 1, we get to a contradiction. Finally, if µ = 2, since µ = 2λ, then λ = 1. By Lemma 2.3, there exists a third principal curvatureλ = (λµ − 2)/(2λ − µ)) = 1. This is a contradiction.
Case µ = 2λ. By Corollary 2.4, then ε = −1, µ = 2 and λ = 1. Then, we have AX = η(X)ξ + X for any X ∈ T M . By Example 3.4 and Theorem 4.1, M is locally congruent to a horosphere. This shows the equivalence of items 1 and 2. Next, we assume that Aφ = φA. Then, φAξ = Aφξ = 0, Therefore, Aξ ∈ ker(φ) = Span{ξ}, which means that ξ is a principal vector with principal curvature µ. First, if |µ| = 2, since A is diagonalisable, given X ⊥ ξ such that AX = λX, by Lemma 2.3, φX is also a vector field with associated principal curvatureλ. Then,λφX = AφX = φAX = λφX. Therefore, λ =λ. Now, the Weingarten endomorphism becomes AX = λX + (µ − λ)η(X)ξ, for any X ∈ T M . Second, essentially, it remains µ = 2. By Lemma 2.3, λ = 1 is also a principal curvature. Assume that a point p ∈ M , there exists another principal curvature ρ(p) = 1, with associated vector Z ⊥ ξ z . By Lemma 2.3, ρφZ = φAZ = AφZ = φZ. This is a contradiction. We finish the proof by Theorem 4.3.
